
Modernize. Innovate. Save money.

EVOLVE.
What is EVOLVE?

How does it work?

A comprehensive program that empowers you to

tackle your app modernization or innovation challenge

while harnessing the power of the Azure cloud.

EVOLVE encompasses a three-phase journey. In each phase, you get:

This program includes:

High value, reduced price:

Accelerate your app up to

Phase 1: Discovery 

Phase 2: Architectural design session
  

Phase 3: AIM | Accelerate  

Free
assessment

Free In-a-Day
workshop

Free architectural
design session

87% discount

Deep dive analysis of Phase 1 assessment
report to determine next steps. 
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Six-week proof-of-concept: configure and 
deploy your app based on the appropriate 
compute model:

Web app modernization (modernize legacy apps using PaaS)

Cloud-native (transform an existing on-premise app to a 
container-based app using Azure Kubernetes Service.)
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After six weeks:

The app will run and be supported in the production 
environment. 

Application handover to client resources.
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Access to additional free resources, including:

Cloud skills challenge

Fast Track

ESI
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Guidance with enablement from your 
Microsoft partner every step of the way as you 
modernize/innovate your app
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Free one-day envisioning session conducted by 
your Microsoft partner or a Microsoft CSA.
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Alignment of your business objectives with
specific Microsoft software applications that
can help you meet and capitalize on your goals.
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1 Free In-a-Day 1:1 workshop

Focus on app modernization or Cloud Native applications.  

Includes kickoff, whiteboard design session and 
hands-on lab. 

2 Free app modernization and data assessment

In-depth analysis and assessment of your company’s 
applications, covering potential cost saving opportunities, 
ROI, and more.

Your Microsoft partner will identify which apps to prioritize 
for Cloud modernization, and which compute model is 
appropriate (Kubernetes or PaaS).

Based on the assessment results, your partner will schedule 
an architectural design session for you.

Your investment for all 3 phases: $5K CAD
(up to $37,500 CAD total program value)

Contact your Microsoft seller for more information.

Why EVOLVE?

Free skilling, assessment report &
envisioning session

Support at every step of the journeyEVOLVE
Symbol

Learn which compute model makes sense

Get advice on which applications need 
modernizing 

Get assistance with configuration, deployment 
and refactoring
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It’s time to

6-week 
Proof of Concept

Choose a track that’s right for you:

Web app modernization

Modernizing legacy apps to Azure PaaS Services.

Containers with Kubernetes approach

Transforming an existing on-premise app to a 
container-based app using Azure Kubernetes Service.

Free additional
resources

+ + + +

Consolidate
your environment

Optimize app
performance

Scale up or down 
as needed

Decrease costs, 
boost innovation

Why modernize on Azure?


